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experience with DOOH advertising amongst agencies. 

Q- Which of these best describes your organisation's experience with  digital out-of-home advertising buying via IO/direct / programmatic digital out-of-home to date? Base agency respondents n=226

buying via IO/direct buying programmatic

24%
29%

45%

36%

40%

37%

25%

20%

10%8%
8% 3%

7% 3% 5%

2021 2022 2024

No experience and no
plans to use

No experience but
plan to use

Experimented with it

Regularly considered
part of activity

Significant part of
activity 12% 9%

15%

22%
39%

36%

39%

35%
36%

24%
15% 8%

3% 2% 5%

2021 2022 2024



programmatic buying methods for DOOH advertising. 

agencies and brands are 
using a combination of 
programmatic buying 
methods for DOOH. 

Q- Which of the following programmatic advertising buying methods have you used for digital out-of-home? (Select all that apply)? Base all respondents n=286

programmatic advertising buying methods used for digital out-of-home

50%
44%

36%
44%

53%

38%

Programmatically traded
inventory on open

exchanges

Programmatic private
market place deals

Programmatic guaranteed
deals

2022 2024



drivers for buying programmatic DOOH. 

data and targeting and 
flexible buying remain 
important drivers for buying 
programmatic DOOH.

Q- In your considerations for digital out-of-home advertising, which of the following have been factors for buying programmatically? Base all respondents n=286

major drivers for buying programmatic DOOH

77%

65%

64%

54%

54%

51%

45%

40%

39%

37%

Data and targeting

Flexible buying options

Contextual relevance of environments

Enhanced reach

Operational efficiency

Reporting and attribution

Price

Convenience or simplicity

Cross-channel planning management

Cross-channel frequency management



objectives for programmatic DOOH advertising. 

agencies set out to achieve 
multiple campaign objectives, 
with brand awareness 
remaining the predominant 
objective.

Q- What have been the objectives of the programmatic digital out-of-home advertising activities you've been involved with over the past year? (Please select all that apply) Base all agency respondents n=226

objectives for programmatic DOOH advertising campaigns
(amongst agencies)

82%

54%

34%

55%

37%

Increase brand awareness

Impact brand (eg perceptions,
familiarity, affinity)

Inform/educate

Increase purchase/action intent

Increase sales or conversions



planning and buying programmatic DOOH advertising. 

programmatic DOOH is 
being planned and bought 
collaboratively with other 
digital inventory. 

Q- When buying programmatic digital out-of-home which of the following best describes where it typically fits into your campaign plan? Base all respondents n=286

planning and buying OOH/DOOH and programmatic DOOH 
(amongst agencies)

27%
17% 14% 13% 10%

41%
44% 46% 42%

33%

Independently
from other media

Collaboratively
with retail media

Collaboratively
with digital video

Collaboratively
with digital

display

Collaboratively
with digital audio

Sometimes

Frequently



important measurement tools to assess ad effectiveness. 

campaign audience reporting is rated as the most important measurement tool for assessing effectiveness 
of OOH and DOOH advertising.

Q- When assessing the effectiveness of your out-of-home and digital out-of-home advertising investment, which of the following measurement tools are important to you? (select all that apply) Base all agency respondents n=226

important tools for assessing the effectiveness of OOH and DOOH campaigns (amongst agencies)

65%

50%

49%

40%

39%

35%

32%

29%

24%

21%

Campaign audience reporting (reach and frequency)

Digital brand lift survey

Campaign volume reporting (impression delivery)

Creative testing

Cross-media brand lift survey

Ad attention measurement

Market Mix Modelling

Online conversion tracking

Offline conversion tracking

Multi-touch attribution modelling



opportunities for growth of programmatic DOOH. 

understanding of 
programmatic DOOH 
advertising is improving but 
continues to be an issue 
preventing it being a larger 
proportion of advertising 
volume. 

Q - What are the three biggest issues preventing programmatic digital out-of-home advertising from being a larger proportion of advertising volume? (Select up to 3 issues) Base all respondents n=286

Top issues preventing programmatic DOOH becoming a 
larger proportion of advertising volume

44%

34%

32%

28%

27%

Lack of advertiser/agency understanding

Positioning of PDOOH as non-guaranteed

Understanding of the cost versus benefit

Measurement and tracking

Evidence of campaign effectiveness
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Whoare VIOOH?
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We are a global digital OOH marketplace...

Who are we?



Who are we?

Independent SSP/exchange, built to connect both
supply & demand

Thought leader in prOOH space and owner of 
industry-wide respected State of the Nation annual
report

Technology built by programmatic DOOH experts

Live & trading programmatically in 22 countries

Connected to market leading media owners with
over 30,000+ DOOH screens available

Connected to 44+ DSPs globally



Global reach with local expertise

EMEA
UK
France 
Germany 
Spain 
Italy 
Norway 
Belgium 
Austria
Netherlands
Switzerland 
Finland 
Portugal 
Luxembourg

Trading in 22 markets

Americas
US
Brazil 
Mexico

MENA
South Africa

APAC
Australia 
New Zealand 
Hong Kong 
Singapore
Mainland China

Global 
Marketplace 
Partners:



prDOOH:
setting 
the scene
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Global Digital Ad Market: An $836bn opportunity in 2026

Digital continues to dominate global ad 
spend, accounting for almost 70% of total
spend on average, and more in many countries.

Programmatic drives recovery and growth:
- Programmatic advertising has been on a 

meteoric rise, with its share of digital ad spend
worldwide growing to 85.7% in 2023.

- Programmatic dominates digital display in
mature markets (96% in UK in 2023*).

DOOH has an opportunity to be part of the
$836bn (est.) digital ad spend, using 
programmatic DOOH.

*Source: eMarketer/Insider Intelligence, December 2022



DOOH buyers see the value of trading programmatically

of executives have
added incremental
budgets to their
prDOOH ad spend 
and are forecasting
a further increase in
2024

32%     33%

of media plans for
campaigns placed in the
last 18 months have
included programmatic 
DOOH, forecast to
increase to 40% in the
next 18 months



of advertisers 
believe that 
prDOOH offers the 
most innovative 
opportunities
over any other 
media channel

DOOH buyers see the value of trading programmatically

83%



prDOOH 
trends
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Programmatic enables DOOH to address
both brand and performance objectives

%

Performance-led campaigns

81  78%

Brand-led campaigns



However, measurement of prDOOH efficiency is down to
performance metrics

1
Sales increase 62%

2
Impact on website traffic 52%

3
Increase in 
performance when
planned with other 
digital channels

49%

4
In-flight optimisation 35%

5
Audience surveys on 
brand awareness / 
purchase
consideration

32%



New budgets are being added into prDOOH

USUKFRESDEGlobal 
average

New budget is being 
added for prDOOH

Dedicated prDOOH teams

Main OOH teams

Digital / programmatic teams

Likelihood to access newbudgets:

9%                  9% 16%.                  15%                    15%

22%

17%

7%

22%

13%

2%

17%

9%

7%

33%

12%

10%

28%

4%

25% 23%

19%

10%

AU

13%             15%



All advertiser verticals are spending in prDOOH

Verticals ranked by campaigns run in Australia in 2023

Other verticals include:
Restaurant, Grocery/ Food, Personal Care, Utilities, Fashion/ Fashion Retailers

Entertainment/ Leisure/ Media

Non-Fashion Retailers

Holiday/ Travel/ Transport

Financial

Government

1st

2n
d

3rd

4t
h

5th

Global ranking: 7th

Global ranking: 6th

Global ranking: 13th

Global ranking: 5th

Global ranking: 2ndNon-Fashion Retailers

Financial

2nd

4th



Programmatic DOOH is very popular in Australia, but it still has room to grow

Out of the campaigns Australian advertisers have worked on in the past 18 months, on average over
a third (37%) have included prDOOH in the media plan vs. 32% globally

When traded programmatically, prDOOH enables media owners to address not only brand budgets but
also performance budgets - 100% of campaign briefs are now addressable through prDOOH

Currently, traffic to store/ traffic to web are the main drivers to assess prDOOH performance in
Australia

Australian advertisers tend to plan prDOOH as part of other OOH activities, with dedicated prDOOH/
digital/ programmatic teams overseeing 39% of new budget allocation

Australia is one of the leading markets in prDOOH adoption



Future growth
levers in
prDOOH
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1 DynamicCreativeOptimisation(DCO)

2 3DCreative
3 Multi-channel integration

4 Sustainability

Future growth levers



DCO: Context is crucial

%

of consumers said they don’t
want advertisers to use
tracking cookies
McKinsey, 2022

of UK consumers are more likely
to remember a contextually
relevant ad
IAS, Power of Context Study, 2020

41 70%



Enhanced 
relevance

Improved 
customer 

experience

Increased 
advertising 
efficiency

DCO: Context is crucial



Advanced data sources

First-party data sources from
partnerships
e.g. Samsung + Strava

Data from mobile applications
e.g. Uber, SkyScanner

Stock data/ inventory 
management systems

Standard data sources

Pollen data 
Weather data 
Traffic data 
Air travel data 
Pollution data

DCO: Contextual relevance at it’s best



Paris Saint Germain (PSG)
40’

Bayern Munich
0
0

prDOOH + DCO = advertising magic

Dynamic messaging that changes in 
real-time to reflect consumer behaviour, 
mindset, stage in the customer journey



2.453.702.95

Paris Saint Germain (PSG)
45’

Bayern Munich
0
0 3.754.201.50

46’46’

3.754.201.50

prDOOH + DCO = advertising magic

Dynamic messaging that changes in 
real-time to reflect consumer behaviour, 
mindset, stage in the customer journey



Streamlines the creation & 
delivery of 1000s of personalised, 
and pre-approved ad variations

128

123

125

124

126

127

DATE TIME LANGUAGE CONDITION

462

461

460

3PM

5PM

6PM

7PM

199188178

35634
6324

211

345

350

349

351

352

283

227

222

224

223

225

226

221

ENGLISH

DUTCH 

SPANISH 

PORTUGUESE 

FRENCH

121

463353

458

459

457347

KEY VISUAL

PRE GAME 

POST LOSS 

POST WIN 

HERO VISUAL

USA
NETHERLANDS 

FRANCE

356

346

324

324

283

284

283

COUNTRY

4PM

18/10/2022

19/10/2022

20/10/2022

21/10/2022

22/10/2022

AUSTRALIA

BELGIUM 

prDOOH + DCO = advertising magic



Contextually 
relevant 

experiences

Dynamic 
messaging

Streamlined ad 
creation and 

delivery process

Creativity!

prDOOH + DCO = advertising magic



1 DynamicCreativeOptimisation(DCO)

2 3DCreative
3 Multi-channel integration

4 Sustainability

Future growth levers



40 3D advertising
boosts conversion 
rates by 40% 
compared to 
traditional advertising
Forbes, 2022

%

3D Creative



Immersive brand experiences

Making advertising at ‘iconic’ 
locations reach even further

Attention: reaching desirable 
audiences including Gen-Z

Pushing boundaries between art
and advertising

3D Creative



1 DynamicCreativeOptimisation(DCO)

2 3DCreative
3 Multi-channel integration

4 Sustainability

Future growth levers



Multi-channel integration:
connecting with consumers throughout their day

Get up Commute Work Commute Home entertainment

CONNECTEDTVMOBILE DESKTOP
DIGITAL 

OOH
DIGITAL 

OOH



Programmatic DOOH aligns easily 
within multi-channel campaigns Global

79% Display 79%

75% Social Media 80%

72%
Search 75%

Australia

80% Social Media 80%

77% Display 77%

68%
Search 73%

Performance-led campaigns Brand led campaigns

Multi-channel integration for both brand and performance



The average campaign is 2.6x 
more effective with a different 
allocation of spend across several
media channels*

2.6 9.5 
%

Companies with strong multi- channel
marketing see a 9.5% increase in annual
revenue on average**

*Source: Oxford University, Said Business School and Kantar, ‘No Silver Bullet’ 2022
** Source: Digizuite

Multi-channel campaigns are key to delivering profitable outcomes



Multi-channel campaigns are key to delivering profitable outcomes

prDOOH also boosts offline outcomes
within multi-channel campaigns:

Including prDOOH in a multi-channel 
media plan adds clear incremental value
to the ROI of the digital media mix:

Improved click-
through rates on 

mobile re-targeting

Increased website 
visits attributable 

directly to prDOOH

Sales Footfall/ 
visitation



1 DynamicCreativeOptimisation(DCO)

2 3DCreative
3 Multi-channel integration

4 Sustainability

Future growth levers



Sustainability: The rise of the ‘eco-friendly’ consumer

of consumers will favour brands 
that are actively working to reduce 
their carbon emissions
Sharethrough, ‘Consumer Understanding of Internet 
Carbon Emissions’, May 2022

80% 81%

of people surveyed expect companies 
to be environmentally conscious in their 
advertising and communications
Global Consumer Insights Survey 2021, PwC





VIOOH x Cedara: industry-first carbon emissions measurement

VIOOH’s carbon emissions for 2022 hit:

Broadcast medium, 
reaching a one-to-many 
audience

Easy integration into multi- 
channel programmatic 
media strategies

18%

below the 
programmatic 

open web 
benchmark



A future 
look at 
prDOOH
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Proximity 
data

More 
audience 

data

More tangible 
metrics around 
the channel to 
demonstrate 

value

More cost 
efficiency 
from the 
market

Real-time 
audience 

data

1

Dynamic 
creative / 
dynamic 
creative 

optimisation

42% 35%

2 3 4 5

Australia Global

38% 35% 34% 33% 33%32% 27% 30% 28% 29%

Top5 needstodrive investment inprDOOH



Thank you
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Benefits of using
Programmatic 
DOOH for 
global reach





Build brand loyalty using 
a data-driven 

approach

Core objectives of the campaign included:

Drive Brand Awareness 
across several key

markets 



USA Australia New Zealand Hong Kong China Japan

Across the following key markets, 
simultaneously:

Singapore



The campaign leveraged the Hivestack platform to activate 
against relevant audiences at scale.

Pre-Built Audience 
Segments

Demographic

Contextual

Behavioural



Custom Audience Segments

Bespoke custom audiences were created 
within the Hivestack platform 



Departing Capabilities

Dayparting was also applied for the most 
ideal times of day and peak hours. 



And then utilised to retarget audiences 
across other media channels





The results?



Over-delivered in impressions by

40%
World Wide

79,000,000
Global Impressions



One brand lift study saw…



Improved Brand 
Impression

76%
Increased Intention to choose Fiji 

Airways in the future

77%



Demonstrating programmatic 
DOOH’s ability to deliver 

first-class results. 



In collaboration with 
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Use of data and unique 
programmatic 

Out-of-Home features

Engaging creative 
concept

Tangible campaign results

40% 25% 35%



Client: Lion  DSP: Vistar    Media Agency: UM  Creative agency: Thinkerbell    Trading desk: Kinesso

GUINNESS
B R E W E R Y  O F  M E T E O R O LO G Y

WINNER

“Customising the creative by 
location to deliver a tangible value 
exchange was really smart, 
particularly on a limited budget.”

Award judge Joe Lunn, Uber, APAC Head of Media



Data & Programmatic Features
When temperature dropped to Cold or Very Cold, 
city-specific weather triggered ads appeared.

Leveraging proximity data, panels near pubs 
directed customers inside to claim a free pint.

Creative Concept
21 different dynamically optimised creatives 
encouraged registration using QR codes

Category: Alcohol
DSP: Vistar
Agency: UM
Timing: June - August 2023
Formats: Small Format, Airport, Transit

Objective
Challenge Australia's summer beer dominance 
and create new cold weather moments

Brewery Of Meteorology



Guinness Brewery of Meteorology | Campaign Results

+11.8M 
Impressions across 
2,748 placements 

+17% 
Increase in 

brand power

+18% 
Increase in revenue 

YoY

+15% 
Uplift in foot traffic 

to pubs – (2000 free 
samples given)

+3pt growth in brand 
salience

+100k
Incremental pints drunk 
in winter (+13% increase 

in consumption YOY)
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POWERING THE FUTURE OF DIGITAL OUT-OF-HOME

2.9M Consumers exposed to the sales-driven OOH panels

7%
9%

Transaction uplift

Overall sales uplift

Sales performance increases have been so well-
received, that we are in the process of refining 
this partnership and strategy further. We’re 
working to increase the complexity of sales data 
used significantly, to not only factor overall store 
sales but product sales too, activating to not only 
increase store footfall, but product sales as well. 
We are very excited to see how this solution will 
evolve and how this use of tech delivers for Mad 
Mex in the future.

Nick Cook | General Manager of Marketing 
at Mad Mex


